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Light scattering phenomena are discussed for a nonpolar binary liquid mixture composed of an optically active solute 
and an optically nonactive solvent in the critic시 region, usin용 the Fisher theory. Comparing them with those in 
the case that the Omstein-Zemike theory is satisfied, the appropriate analytic results are obtained and discussed.

Introduction

In 1987 we1 have proposed a general theory of multiple 
scattering for a nonpolar fluid composed of chiral molecules. 
It is based on a general theory2 of the dielectric tensor well 
suited, to study the dielectric behavior in the critical region. 
The theory of multiple scattering has been treated as the 
same way as that of single scattering in the phenomenologi
cal theory given by Einstein.3,4 The scattering intensity has 
been expressed in terms of the correlation function, which 
gives the information about the effect of fluctuations of the 
dielectric tensor in the sample fluid and nature of the inci
dent light. The dielectric tensor fluctuates due to the fluctua
tions in density and other thermodynamic variables. We have 
considered the scattering only due to the density fluctua
tions, which plays the most dominant role in the critical reg
ion. In the subsequent paper5 we have for the first time, 
discussed the effect of the double scattering on the circular 
intensity differences in the critical region, where the Oms
tein-Zemike theory holds.

The theory of the circular intensity differences has been 
extended a binary liquid mixture composed of an optically 
active solute and an optically nonactive solvent.6 The mixture 
is more suitable for experimental verification than the pure 
fluid. The basic difference with the latter is that there is 
one more extra variable in the mixture, i.e., the concentration 
fluctuations. In fact, the concentration fluctuations play the 
central role in the critical region of a binary liquid mixture.7

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the light scattering 
in the critical region, where the Omstein-Zemike theory 
does not hold. The correlation function of concentration fluc
tuations to be used is the Fisher theory of conflation func
tion.8,9

At first, a general formula for the single scattering inten
sity and the most dominant part of the double scattering 
intensity are given.6 Then, with the aid of the Fisher theory 
we obtain the sums and differences of components of the 
single and double scattering intensities approxim가ely and 
discuss the circular intensity differences.
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Theory

Let us consider a nonpolar binary liquid mixture composed 
of a chiral solute and an optically nonactive solvent denoted 
by 1 and 2, respectively. The single and most dominant part 
of double scattering intensities with the polarization u in 
the liquid mixture are expressed as6

Fu(r, coo) - (4r)_2[(£o+2)/3]4po2<Oo4 Sc(&oTs)

(ko, ks) LwYc (/co, fe) '£ol*
(2.1)

Fu3 o)o) = ~/(8nr2)^1E(eo+2)/3]4 po4 (Do4 J K 必 j VL 

dr2J" k dk Sc(fco-fcn) Sc(ks—kE 

[“•{y'c*s, KG) • Kg, 3o)・Y'c(%q, &>)}•&] 

Cw(y?c(^s a)o) ,矿&)))怔』*

exp(讷ri2) (2.2)

where

£o=[l+(2/3)a? p0]/[l-(l/3)a° pol a® =秘若+&检?，

Y'c(総农)=矿+戒"•&+&),谖=(做协一房 而/卩，

B? =8粕，快方,龙=(1一号Mp。若)，艾=航(俱)，

〜 2
互=(1一号项P。)，屁二知=饴翊饴二话％

尸12 = 1*1 —1*2 ~ ^*12^ (2.3)

In the above equations &)and po and the dielectric ocnstant 
and density of the liquid mixture at equilibrium, respecti
vely; (以 and pj U are the second and third order molecular 
polarizability constants of the /-th species averaged over the 
molecular orientation, respectively, U being the Levi-Civita 
tensor; 辰 and V> are the mole fraction and 삐。lar volume 
of the :'-th species at equilibrium, respectively; V is the molar 
volume of the mixture; k0 and ks are the propagation vectors 
of the incident and scattered fields, respectively; Vs is the 
scattering volume, which is the cross section of the illumina
ted volume, VL and observed volume, Vo', the explicit form 
of the renormalized propagator Kc in this paper may be ob
tained from Kc in Eq. (2.14) in ref. 5, replacing pop0 by 祁 

pox° and Sc(k) is the static conflation function of concentra
tion fluctuations. In the present paper we shall use the Fi
sher theory for the concentration fluctuation correlation func- 
tion[61 which is given as follows;8,9

Sc(&) =kBT K/[l + (次)2 丁 一职 (2.4)

where ksT is the Boltzmann factor; £ are the correlation 
length of the concentration fluctuations, T| is the critical ex
ponent for the corr이ation length and k is defined as

K=S，g"； gn = (WW)” (2.5)

Here, g is the mean m이ar Gibbs free energy of the mixture. 
Let the direction of propagation of the incident monochro

matic plane light be the z direction. Then, the fi이d may 
be described as

£o(n co) =E0 exp(rAo*r) 2n8((o—g)o) (2.6)

with

kQ=n ((oo)<Do, & •編=0 (2.7)

where g is the frequency of the incident light. For the cir
cularly polarized light, we have

gg+EM)//公；巩=±证" (2.8)

where x and y are the unit vectors of x and y directions, 
respectively and + (—) sign applies for the left (right) pola
rized light.

Let the directions of the incident and scattered lights be 
z and y directions, respectively. The detector, on the y axis 
some r=ry far removed from the sample, measures the scat
tering intensity. Substituting Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) into Eqs. 
(2.1) and (2.2), the components of sum and difference be
tween the single scattering intensities for the circularly po
larized lights may be given as follow

尸也+尸言二，4(6爲/宜=旳初一已=0

F& +凡(=4 A恥=-2(gJk/dl) A
(2.9) 

where

人= (&)"[(珈+2)/3]4(政诫&箫 KSV) Zo (2.10)

In Eq. (2.9) the subsript R(L) denotes the right (left) circu
larly polarized light and Jo is the intensity of the incident 
light. Using Eqs. (22) and (26), we may obtain the following 
expressions for the double scattering
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where Im denotes the imaginary part; KXy and Ko, K, and 
& are the XY component and scalar parts of the propagator 
K, respectively5 and B and k are given as

B=(4財-2[(珈+2)/3]4&處侦偽 ^=El-(l/3)a°

(2.12)

In the above equation Zo is 나intensity of the incident light.
Let us assume that the observed volume Vo and illumina

ted v이ume VL are concentric spheres and V0>Vl- Using the 
explicit forms of the renormalized propagator and the corre
lation function in Eq. (2.8) and integrating over k in the 
complex plane, we may express the z component of the sum 
of double scattering intensities as

尸也+/^=c[s(\/2禹)]2^0 n) (2.13) 

where
C= (32苛)-[(跖+力幻如⑵腿叫似

rz, 、一 fn m sin30 cos20 f 2n 1'n Jo (1 —bcos0)I-r,/2 Jo ^(1—sinOsin(p)1-n/2

力=2力2/(1 + 2护)，D =眼 (2.14)

In the above equation dQ is the radius of the observed vo
lume. Unless 나}e exponent i] is zero or an integer, Ffb, p) 
cannot be computed analytically. When the system is far from 
the critical point, F& rj) are equivalent with F(b, 0), since 
the exponent is much smaller than 1 in three dimension.9 
As the system approaches to the critical point, the result 
obtained by Fisher's theory deviates from that of the case 
th가 the Omstein-Zemike theory is satisfied.10 However, the 
deviation is very small. For an example, let us consider 
the ratio of F(b, O)々0 rj) in the specific value of b=0.990. 
The value means that when the magnitude of the propaga
tion vector of the incident light,标抵 105 cm-1, the correlation 
length is about 7.040 X 10~5 cm. This case is very close to 
the critical point. The ratio in the case of t] = 0.0419 is less 
than 1.040, which is not large enough compared to the expe
rimental error. In any value of b and F(bf 0)is the maxi
mum limit of F(b, r|) and has of order I.6 This indicates 
that 나}e deviation from the Omstein-Zemike theory is mai- 
naly due to the other thems in Eq. (2.13). Thus, we may 
substitiute the integral by the case of n=0 and 나此 sum 
of the scattering intensity in 나比 z direction can be written 
with 나】e aid of Eqs. (2.9), (2.13) and (2.14)

SHQ (2.15)

where

D= (4r) —2[(珈+2)/3]8(2如)-2^(aJ "

(如7宜-5)2欢4+2%如o (2.16)

The single scattering intensity in the z direction can be ne
glected compared with the double scattering, since the for
mer is much less 나ian the latter, if the system is very close 
to the critical point. The ratio ofover the magnitude 
obtained from 사le Ornstein-Zemike theory is

^履三(2" (2.17)

The above result becomes concave, as 나)。system approaches 
to the critic끼 point.9 Using the more complicated procedure 
than above case and taking the most dominant terms, we 
may obtain

AZz=-2Z)E3J «oox)/3aj (珈+2)] [3珈(9.2 + 0.1 跖)

+ 毎 P好；(2 + &)))2.0+ 1.8eo)]

•加+上=&[1 +也MS思"】 (2.18)

A4= Moa)o/dJ (&+2)] [4-&广卜씔〈；3(刀。血)]

where

41=(&)一气(瓦+2)/3]4(2&)-1+心(&/政)2皿，2-5如7、忒2七*乙

D1 능[怎+2)/3了加) -52(氏 p°)2宓+噪bTkLw,
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GM如。)三3^2(^-1.5) + (16f[(相yz ]}
-aj »若(2 + &，){o.8+1.1 玲一2(2 + 3 玲)

[叫)nT ]]

It can be seen that as t]t0, the above results are reduced 
to those obtained by the Ornstein-Zernike theory.6

The circular intensity difference, A is defined as5,6,10

△ = 0? ~Il) Ch+II) (2.20)

With 나此 aid of Eqs. (2.15), and (2.18), we obtain

，3dJ 怎+2)俄 (221)

A _ 一 2禺 n。(D。[3(4 - &，)+Z)1 G3 (饬號)]

' 3成(柘+2)口+ 4D】G2(拔霰门

The circular intensity difference in the x direction is due 
to the single and double scattering in the nominator and 
denominator, while it in the z direction is due to the double 
scattering. In this paper we only considered the single and 
double scattering, even though the system is very close to 
the critical point. In fact, the effects of 사】e highter order 
multiple scattering than the double scattering, 간tenuation 
and etc. become important, as the system approaches to the 
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critical point.11 In the not too distant future we shall discuss 
the above effects on the circular intensity differences.
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A Mechanistic Study on Acyl Transfer Reactions of 
Aryl Substituted Benzoates Between Aryloxides
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Second order rate constants have been measured spectrophotometrically for reactions of 4-nitrophenyl substituted 
benzoates with various aryloxides and aryl benzoates with p-chlorophenoxide. The reactivity has exhibited significant 
dependences on the electronic nature of the substituent in the acyl moiety of the substrate and in the nucleophilic 
phenoxide, while the substituent in the leaving phenoxide has little influenced the reactivity. The Bronsted coefficient 
3 values so obtiained support that the present acyl transfer reaction proceeds via a stepwise mechanism in which 
the nucleophilic attack would be the rate-detennining step. Interestingly, the magnitude of the 禺以 and increases 
with increasing reactivity, implying that the reactivity selectivity principle is not operative in the present system. 
The failure of the reactivity selectivity principle is attributed to a change in transition state structure upon the 
substituent variation in the present acyl transfer reaction.

Introduction

Elucidation of reaction mechanism in chemical reactions 
has been a main goal for mechanistic chemists.1,2 Numerous 
types of linear free energy rekitionships (LFERs) have been 
performed to investigate reaction mechanism,3-6 especially 
for biologically important reactions such as acyl transfer re
actions. However, acyl transfer reactions have not fully been 
understood. Two distinct mechanisms have been suggested, 
i.e.f one-step concerted pathway3,4 and stepwise addition-eli
mination pathways.5,6 The one-step pathway has been sug
gested to proceed with a single transition state (1) in which 
bond formation by nucleophile occurs concertedly with leav
ing group departure. This mechanism has been supported 
by the result of ab initio calculations for the reaction of CH3 
COCI with C「ion43 as w이 1 as by experimental results for 
many types of acyl transfer reactions.3,4b On the other hand, 
numerous evidences have been reported in favor of the for
mation of a tetrahedral intermediate in which the TS struc
ture would resemble either 2 or 3 depending on the nature 
of the rate-determining step.5,6

Therefore the following acyl transfer reactions have been 
chosen to investigate reaction mechanism systematically. Sin
ce the aryl acetates system has only two places (the aromatic 
rings of the leaving and attacking phenoxides) to place subs-

-0 ofi_ o'

0 0 0
xxx

(1) (2) (3)

tituent without changing the structure significantly, limited 
information (0依 and prtttC) has been obtained from the LFER 
study. Unlike the effect of substituent on the nucleophile 
(3„^) and on the leaving group (BQ, it has been suggested 
that the effect of substituent on the acyl moiety (段成)would 
give information not just on the charge development but also 
the hybridization change upon reaching the TS.7 Thus, the 
present system would be considered to be better than the 
previous aryl acetate system for a systematic study of reac
tion mechanism, particularly on the nature of the TS struc
ture.8 We report here the result of kinetic studies for reac-


